
We are engineering students who currently attend the University of Maryland College 
Park through a partnership with the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division and Southern 
Maryland Higher Education Center. We attend engineering classes, locally, and work over our 
semester breaks at Naval Air Station Patuxent River. We met at the College of Southern 
Maryland (CSM), where we competed with the school’s robotics team and gained experience in 
robotics and teamwork. However, since we are based locally and do not have easy access to the 
team and facilities at College Park, we have made the decision to create our own BattleBot 
team based here in Southern Maryland. Joining us, are a graduate of this same program who 
currently works at Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), a current CSM student and TechPort 
interns.   

Our BattleBot team will compete in competitions hosted throughout the country to face 
teams from all over the world. Our team will be based out of Tech Port and will utilize the 
collective resources of companies based out of Southern Maryland. The BattleBot theme is 
based on imagery of our home, so we have chosen a crab. The Maryland-based theme is 
important because there are no teams participating in BattleBots that are representing 
Maryland. Having our bot based around imagery from Maryland will make our robot unique 
and will show where we come from.  

 The main goal of this team is to bring many smaller businesses together by utilizing their 
equipment and knowledge to create a competitive robot. Also, we want to attract younger 
students to pursue higher forms of education creating more local graduates to work for local 
businesses. The creation of the BattleBot will allow for an increase in young, motivated 
individuals to work in Maryland, leading to a stronger platform for businesses to grow in the 
future.  

We have begun the preliminary design phase for our robot and the process of ordering 
parts. These parts will allow us to establish performance parameters that will have an influence 
on the design itself. This preliminary design phase will continue throughout the summer and we 
are slated to have our design completed by October. This completion date is set by the 
BattleBot organization as the deadline for the application. Once our design is accepted, we will 
begin to order the materials necessary to construct the body and weapon of the robot.  

Our Battlebot team will be based out of Tech Port in Southern Maryland. This means a 
majority of our team operations will take place there. This includes testing, assembling, driving 
practice, and team meetings. Other local facilities may be used if certain machinery is required, 
such as CNC machines or welding stations.  

When we were members of our previous robotics team we were able to utilize the 
principles of engineering we learned in school, and apply them in real world applications. These 
skills are invaluable to our growth as engineers. Since the access to robotics teams is limited for 
University of Maryland students who attend classes in the Southern Maryland program, we 
want to create our own team where we can utilize these skills once again. 

 


